Stark Museum of Art
Summer Art Quest @ Home
Magic Color Chameleon
Welcome to Summer Art Quest @ Home – we
are so glad you are able to join us this week!
This packet will lead you through each of the
projects that are included. You can also find
companion videos that review all of this
material at https://starkmuseum.org/magiccolor-chameleon/

We recommend working in order, starting with project #1 and ending with #5. You will add new
skills as you progress through the activities.
Don’t forget to take pictures of your finished works and share them with us at
rjohns@starkmuseum.org to have your pieces featured in the Stark Museum of Art’s virtual Art
Quest @ Home exhibition!
Happy Creating!

Project List:
#1 Warm-up: Draw a Chameleon p.2-4
#2 Gallery Visit: Cahuilla Basketry p.5-6
Gallery Activity: Draw a Basket with an Animal Design p.7-8
#3 Magic Color Chameleon
#4 Sketchbook Activity: Chameleon Habitat Drawing
#5 Paper Bag Project: Paper Bag Safari Vest
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#1 – Warm-Up
Chameleon Study
Supplies: Sketchbook, pencil, chameleon image, and
crayons/colored pencils/markers
Artists often do preliminary studies of their subject before
creating art. A study is a rough draft drawing. It helps us
become more familiar with the placement, size and shapes of
things before we begin the main project. We will draw a
chameleon before we build him using Model Magic clay. A
photo of a green chameleon has been included in your kit for
observation while you draw. Do you want his legs closer to his
body? Do you want his tail uncurled a bit?

1. First, find your sketchbook, pencil, and the image of the chameleon from your kit.

2. We are going to start by
drawing the head of the
chameleon. The shape of its
head is almost a triangle.

3. Next, add a large round eye.
And a grumpy mouth! This
can be a wavy line that
starts near the bottom left
corner and almost stretches
to the right side.
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4. Now we will add the body. Draw a curved line
for the back that arcs from the head and begins
to point down.

Then draw a straight line from the bottom
of the head to create the bottom of the
chameleon’s stomach.

5. Next, it is time to start the tail. Draw a long
curly line that spirals in on itself.

6. Complete the long, spiraled tail by connecting
the body line to the tail, creating a shape that
looks like a coiled snake!

7. Draw the shoulders and hips. The shoulder
will be two short parallel lines that are at an
angle pointing down towards the tail.
The hip will be two short parallel lines pointing
towards the bottom left corner of your page.
Draw two lines pointing towards the bottom of
the page to create the lower part of the leg.
Remember: draw light until you get it right! It is
okay to erase!
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8. Now we will add the front leg
and toes on both the legs.
For the front legs, draw two
short parallel lines. We will
show 2 toes on the front foot.
You can create the toes by
drawing a v-shape and
connect to the legs.
Repeat for the back leg.
Fun Fact: Chameleons have 5 toes,
but they are in two groups. Three
are on the inside and two are on the
outside.

9. Your basic drawing is now done! You
can add additional details that you
can see in your reference image.
This drawing includes a pointy beard
and some rough details on his back.

10. If you want, you can add some fun
and imaginative designs, textures, and
patterns. This sketch has some stripes
and dots.

Challenge Mode:
Add color to your sketchbook drawing. Think
about the colors you want to use with the clay
while you color. You can also think about the
type of designs (lines, dots, texture) you will add.
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#2 – Gallery Visit & Sketchbook Activity
Part 1: Cahuilla Basketry – Ramona Lubo
This week we are going to take a closer look at a basket by Cahuilla artist Ramona Lubo, but
before we dive in, let’s learn a little more about who the Cahuilla are.
The Cahuilla are an indigenous people who continue to live in the southern region of California
in the United States of America. Their original territory included many varied geographical
formations such as mountain ranges, canyons, valleys and the desert floor. The plants from this
environment provided the materials for their basketry.
The Cahuilla have an important tradition of basket making. Historically, Cahuilla women were
among the finest basket makers in the world. Their baskets were and are beautiful, and were
historically made to meet their functional needs such as cooking and storage. In our time,
Cahuilla weavers are reviving the artistry of basket making.
Now that we know a little
bit more about the
Cahuilla, let’s take a
closer look at this tray by
Cahuilla artist Ramona
Lubo.
•
•
•

What do you see?
What catches
your eye?
What details do
you notice?

You may have noticed
that this object appears
to be a basket. You may
have even described it as
a tray. It features designs
in a variety of colors.
Sometimes art historians
Ramona Lubo, Cahuilla, Tray, Soboba Band of Luiseño Indians, 1918, woven Epicampes rigens,
Juncus, and sumac, 2 3/4 × 16 × 12 inches, Purchase of the Nelda C. and H.J. Lutcher Stark
use the term
Foundation, 1984, Stark Museum of Art, Orange, Texas, 62.1.1
“polychrome” to
describe the multi-colored designs. In the center of the basket, we can see a large design that
appears to be a lizard. You may have also noted there is a darker design that wraps around the
upper edge of the basket. This appears to be a rattle snake with the head wrapping down and
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near the lizard at the bottom of the basket. A series of repeating diamond patterns can be seen
in the dark area of the body of the snake. Traditional Cahuilla artists were often inspired to
create designs that drew from their surrounding natural environment.
This tray was created by Ramona Lubo in
1918. Lubo was a Cahuilla woman and master
basket weaver who lived from c.1853-1922.
She used a coiling technique to create this
basket. If we look closely at the bottom of the
basket, we can see a counterclockwise
pattern emerging as the basket develops
outward from the center. In the Cahuilla
tradition, weaving a basket could take
months. Natural materials like the juncus and
sumac that Lubo used would have to be
gathered and prepared before the basket
could be woven.
You may have noticed that this 100-year-old
basket features a variety of colors. Cahuilla
basket weavers often used juncus, a plant
that had had a naturally red portion near its
root. Do you see any shades of red in this
basket weaving? How would you describe the
color along the bottom of the basket? They
would also sometimes boil juncus with
berries to make it black. Do you see shades
of black in this basket weaving? How would
you describe the color of the outer walls of
the basket?

George Wharton James, Ramona Lubo, wife of Alesandro, at her
home, showing the star basket she made in his memory, ca.1905.
Digitally reproduced by the USC Digital Library; From the California
Historical Society Collection at the University of Southern California

Now that we’ve learned more about how
artists like Ramona Lubo incorporated both
natural materials and designs into their
artwork, let’s try our hand at creating our
own work of art inspired by nature.
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#2 – Gallery Visit & Sketchbook Activity
Part 2: Drawing a Basket with Animal Design
Supplies: Sketchbook, Pencil, Colored Pencils/Crayons/Markers
Now, let’s create our own drawing of a basket featuring an animal design.
1. First, draw an oval at the top of the page.
2. Next, draw diagonal lines for the sides,

that angle inward.

3. Then draw a curved bottom that is

parallel to the top edge of the basket.

4. Draw a lip around the top edge. The lip is just two parallel lines that follow the curve of the oval.

5. Now, we will create the woven texture that will make our basket look more realistic. Draw diagonal
lines across the basket from left to right.
6. Then draw diagonals lines from right to left overlapping the first set of diagonal lines. Your basket
should be covered with intersecting diagonal lines. This texture creates the basket weave look.
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7. Repeat the diagonal lines lightly on the inside of the
oval at the top. (This will make the inside of your
basket appear woven too!)

8. Next, add the curved lines around the lip of your
basket. This will make the lip look like it has been
woven as well.

9. Now it is time to draw an animal on your basket.
Draw an animal from YOUR environment on your
basket. This drawing features a lizard, but you could
draw any animal, reptile, or insect you might see
around your home.

10. Once you have finished
drawing your animal,
use colored pencils,
crayons, or markers to
add color to your basket.
•
•
•

How will you color
your basket?
How will you color
your animal design?
What other design
features will you
include on your
basket?
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#3 – Magic Color Chameleon
Supplies: Red, Yellow, White and Blue Model Magic, tool
bag (with paper clip, tooth picks, plastic fork and knife),
chameleon reference image, wax paper
1. Open your red, blue, and yellow model
magic. Divide each color into 3 balls.
Keep them in the plastic wrap to keep
from hardening or you can use a zipper
bag.
You may find it easier to work on the
piece of wax paper we provided. This
will be a safe place to work and keep
your chameleon from sticking to your
work surface!

2. Now we are going to
experiment with mixing
colors to create purple,
orange, and green. Try
mixing the following
colors by combining one
ball of each color:
Yellow + Blue = Green
Red + Yellow = Orange
Red + Blue = Purple
When you are finished mixing you should have: 2 balls of blue, 2 balls of
red, 2 balls of yellow, 1 big ball of green, 1 big ball of orange, and 1 big
ball of purple.
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3. You can experiment with more color mixing too:
Make pink by adding a
small amount of red to
some white.
Make Lime Green by adding
yellow to green
Make brown by mixing red,
yellow and blue.

VERTICAL STRIPES

4. Now that we have our
colors ready, let’s
make the head and
body. You may want to
have your reference
picture close by! We
will use most of your
clay to make the body.
Before you make the
body, decide whether
you want the body to
be all one color or stripes of different colors.

HORIZONTAL STRIPES

5. Use 3/4 of your clay to make
the body. Start by creating a
long oval. Roll your clay out
about as thick as your pinky
finger. DO NOT MAKE IT TOO
THIN.
If you are making stipes, place your colors in the stripe pattern then slowly
push them together. It is okay if colors start to mix on their own! That is
part of the fun.
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6. Once you have the basic shape
started, you can start making the
head. The head is shaped like a
triangle. You can use your plastic
knife tool to push the head into
the triangle shape. You can also
cut a line to separate the head
shape from the body.
7. Next you can round out
the chameleon’s back
and begin pinching the
remaining clay down to
create a long skinny tail.
You will need to decide
if your tail will curl up or
lay straight out.
8. If you want to curl your
chameleon’s tail, slowly
pinch and stretch the
clay to create a curve
curling in towards the
body.
9. Some chameleons look
like they have a little
beard. To add this
shape, use your plastic
knife to cut out a “V” at
the bottom of the head.
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10. Now, we can
experiment with
textures. To create
points along the back,
you can use your paper
clip to remove small
areas of clay. Smooth
the remaining points
with your finger.
You can also use your
toothpick to create
dots over the body to
give the chameleon’s
skin a more realistic
texture.

Experiment and play with fun textures. If you “mess up”, no biggie!
Just roll up your clay and start over!
11. Once you are happy with your
chameleon’s overall shape and
texture, you can add
decorations. You can roll out
tiny lines or snakes to create
lines of color to add or tiny
balls that can be pushed
together to make a flower.
Roll, pinch, smash different
colors to make bright
decorations and textures for
the body.
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12. Next we need to add legs. The
chameleon’s legs are like an
S-shape. Start by rolling a thick
snake-shape about the size of your
pinky. Let the top and bottom of
the snake be larger – almost like a
bone.

Attach the legs to the chameleon
by pushing the large top section
onto the body. The chameleon’s leg
is bent back a little – almost like the
letter S.

13. Now we can add toes. Use your plastic knife or tooth pick to cut 1-2 “V”
shapes from the bottom of the snake-shape.
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14. Repeat the same
process to create
the back leg and
toes. The back leg
will bend forward.

15. To add a ridge of
color along his back,
roll out a thin
snake-shape and
wrap it along his
back. Follow along
any texture that
you have used. Use
your fork to press
the clay together
and create a rippled
texture!

16. You can use this
same technique to
add a beard. Now is
a great time to add
additional
decorations like
stripes on the legs
and body.
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17. The final step is to create the
eye. You can choose any color
you like. Start by rolling a tiny
ball. Push and squeeze to
shape it like a miniature
Hershey Kiss. Use your
toothpick to make a hole. We
will add the pupil next.

18. When you are happy with the
shape, add the eye to the side
of the head. Chameleon’s eyes
can look forward or backward,
so you can lean the eye
whichever direction you like!

19. The last step is to add the
pupil. Roll another tiny ball of
color and push it gently into
the hole.
20. Congratulations! You sculpted
your own magic color
chameleon. Let the chameleon dry for 24 hours before you move him. You
can prop him up in your room or glue on a magnet to display him on your
fridge if you like!
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#4 – Sketchbook
Activity
Habitat Drawing
Supplies: Drawing paper, pencil, colored
pencils/crayons/markers
Chameleons live in a variety of habitats,
from rain forests and lowlands to deserts and even mountains. Many inhabit trees, but some
chameleons live in grass or on small bushes. They like rocks, caves, and trees to keep cool.
Although chameleons are not native to North America, some do live in the wild in Florida from
the Madagascar trade days.
1. Draw 3 large vines by drawing thick
lines. Your vines can be anywhere
you like them. In this drawing one
vine stretches between the two top
corners, and two vines hang down
on the right side.
2. Next we will add some trees. We
want a variety of trees large and
small. Draw some trees at the front
of your page in the foreground and
some further back in the middle and
background. Don’t forget to add
roots and add a variety of leaves to
your trees.
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3. Let’s add a small palm tree to our drawing.
Start by drawing the trunk of palm tree
with two parallel lines. Next add lines that
look like a firework exploding in the sky or
like a spider!

4. To create the leaves of the palm tree, draw
short lines curving down towards the
ground.

5. Now we will repeat the
firecracker method to create a
small fern. To create the fern’s
leaves, draw a skinny figure 8
along each “arm” of the fern.

6. Next, we will add some tall
grasses around the base of each
of our trees. Draw lines by pulling
your pencil up and allowing the
line to curve. This will make the
tall grass look more natural.
You can also add rocks by drawing
bumpy-semi circle shapes and add
tall grass around them as well!
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7. Now, let’s add some moss
hanging from the top of the
page. Moss is a stringy plant,
so squiggly lines work really
to create this look!
You can also add some
smaller vines with heart
shaped leaves across the
corners of your drawing.
8. Another item you can add to
your drawing are some small
bushes in the background.
The bushes in this drawing
start on one side and stretch
about half-way across the
page.

9. The last thing our rainforest
habitat needs is some water.
You can add a stream or even a
waterfall if you like. This
drawing has a stream winding
its way from the background to
the foreground. To draw the
stream, create a thick wavy
line.
10. To finish your drawing, grab
some crayons, colored pencils,
or markers and add some
color. With crayons or colored
pencils, press down hard to
create darker shades. And
don’t forget to experiment
with color mixing to create a
variety of blues and greens for
this lush rainforest!
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#5 – Paper Bag Project
Paper Bag Safari Vest

Supplies: Kit bag, glue stick, scissors, pencil, ruler
1. Empty your kit
bag of any
supplies that
might still be in
it. Fold the bag
flaps at the
bottom down.

2. Next, fold your
bag in half to
create a crease. If
it will help you,
trace this line
with a pencil. We
will cut this
crease in just a
little bit!

3. Now we will mark where the
arm holes of your vest will be.
Use a ruler to measure 3”
from the edge of the bag and
make a mark.
If you do not have a ruler, this
is about halfway between the
edge of the bag and the
handles.
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4. Then we will draw a curve from the
mark at the top all the way down to
the 2nd crease in the middle of the
bag. This will be armhole. Use your
scissor to cut out one arm hole. You
can cut through the folded bag.

Use the cut-out piece and trace it
on the opposite side. Save these
pieces for pockets later.

5. Now we will draw the
neckline of our vest.
Measure about 2” from
each side of the center
(RED) crease.
6. Draw a line from the top
of the bag down to the
first crease. Then draw an
angled line that goes to
the second crease. Repeat
on the other side.
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7. Your neck line should look a little
like an upside-down house. Cut
this shape out. Save this piece
though – we will use it for pockets
later!

8. It is time to open up our vest. Cut
through the handles and up the
center line to open up the vest.
Make sure you only cut through
one side of the bag.

9. We will use the left-over pieces
from creating the arms to make
pockets on the bottom edge of
your vest.
Open one of the cut off pieces
from the arm hole and glue it down
to bottom edge of your vest.
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10. Repeat with the second leftover
piece on the opposite side.

11. Now grab the leftover piece from
creating the neck. Open up the
house shape and lay it flat
Cut along the center crease to
crease two equal house shapes (or
pentagons).
These will be pretend pockets for
the top of our vest.

12. Create a flap by folding a long
horizontal piece along the crease.
Glue the rest of this shape down to
the vest Glue this shape so that the
it points down towards one of the
pockets at the bottom. Repeat on
the opposite side.
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13. Now, it is time to customize your
vest. Add details like stitching
around the pockets, patches to
document your adventures, and
your name along one of the top
pocket flaps.
If you need to adjust the size of
your vest to make it larger:
Cut along the arm seams or the
back and add string to create
adjustable laces!
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Flap-necked Chameleon by Charles J Sharp - Own work, from Sharp Photography, sharpphotography, CC BY-SA 4.0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=39505216

